Peep Cores
Premade Character Cores to Start From

Overview

Standard Edition

Ok so here’s the idea (props to Donna who thought of it!), You will find below
the core stats for some legal characters that you can then overlay a race on
(taking whatever traits you get from the race) and then swap out any of MY
choices for your own. As long as you keep it one for one—you should end up
with a legitimate character easy-peasy!

The Gist
Characters consist of attributes (Agility, Smarts, Spirit, Strength and Vigor), Skills, Hindrances, Edges, Powers and Gear. This document presents two versions each of a variety of types of peeps. The first virsion is
the core of a character—it presents just the most essential characteristics of a peep meant to fill the role
described. The core section includes information on how much of the character’s starting attribute and skill
points were used as well as how many points are left over for your customization. The core may include edges
that I thought would really be useful for that role and indicate how many hindrances would be necessary to
pay for those edges.
The second version of a peep is a complete archetype character that you can accept as is, add the finishing
touches and start playing with or tweek a bit, swapping out my preferences for yours.
When you are trying to swap like for like, there are some twists to be aware of that effect how many points
something costs, Take a look at Appendix 1 to get a better handle on what they are. The Core peeps are
presented with point values that I tried to display in a way that will help you understand what the true cost
of a swap out would be.
In either case, they are presented without a race selected, so you would have to select a race and then add
any additional racial traits for the selected race—to complete the character.
The end of each role section are my suggestions regarding which races would work well for that character,
as well as additional skills, edges and gear that might help round out such a character.
After completing sections of this document, I will create separate docs for each role, including the core,
sample and a filled in character sheet form using the sample character!

Section 2: Artisans
Word Wiggler

Gambling
Investigation
Notice
Perform
Persuasion
Streetwise

Wordwigglers are writers, poets, and storytellers.
They tell tales, record histories, pen sagas, and spout
gabs. Many are wandering taletalkers, spreading news
and building legends across the Oith. They carry a
vast repertoire of stories, myths, anecdotes, prov-

(Smarts)
(Smarts)
(Smarts)
(Spirit)
(Spirit)
(Smarts)

Pace: 6, Parry: 3, Tough: 4, Charisma: 0

erbs, fables and gossips with which to entertain, edi-

Hindrances (+4)

fy, and educate the populace, often in exchange for

Code of Honor
Pacifist (Self Defense)
Loyal

grub, supplies, and other loot. Throughout history
(which they themselves often propagate) a number of
wordwigglers have achieved notoriety. Among them
are such visionary peeps as Unkthuggance Umungus

Edges (-4)

(Half-Crazed with Insanity), Sweetlips Fuzznoggin,

Word Wiggler (+2 Persuasion)

Crusticle Poom, Plunkolingis, and Indulvious Nitch.

Alertness (+2 Notice)

Word Wiggler—core

Beast Master (Hair Bare Companion)

Attributes: 2 spent, 3 un-spent
Agility
Smarts
Spirit*
Strength
Vigor

Book x 2
Clamsack
Ink x 3
Lantern
Oil x 3
Paper x 10
Quill
Blanket
Decent Duds

* Most Important Attribute

Skills: 6 spent, 9 unspent
(Spirit)
(Spirit)

[Major]
[Minor]
[Minor]

Gear (500 clams)

d8 [2]
-

Perform
Persuasion

d6 [2]
d6 [2]
d6 [2]
d8 [3]
d10 [4]
d6 [2]

d8 [3]
d8 [3]

Edges

Yorts
4
3
3
4
14

Clams
40
2
9
20
15
10
10
10
20
-136

364 Clams Cash

Wordwiggler (+2 to Persuasion Rolls)
Gear (500 clams)

Thoughts: No particular race jumps out, though an
Oofo might add some interesting dimensions. The example Word Wiggler is a semi-pacifist—has no combat

Word Wiggler— sample

skills, but has good investigation skills.

Attributes:
Agility*
Smarts
Spirit
Strength
Vigor

d6 [1]
d8 [2]
d10 [3]
d4
d4

Skills:

2

Appendix 1: Modifying a Core

Attributes

Hindrances

No real tricks here—just be aware that a novice

Hindrances allow a character to be developed beyond

(starting) character can not raise a stat above d12.

the selections listed above. You may note a peep core

d4 ==> d6 ==> d8 ==> d10 ==> d12). I have spent the

due to having taken on hindrances which provide ad-

All Attributes start out at d4 and five (5) points were has more than fifteen (15) points of skills or has had
spent to bump up to the next dice size (In the order more than five (5) attribute raises—this is probably
points for you, but you can easily lower one attribute

ditional points.

one dice step and raise another one dice step. You

There are three (3) levels of Hindrances:

can lower as many attributes as you want (although
not below d4 which you start with) and raise a like



point. A character may start with up to two (2)

number of attributes (but NOT above d12!)

minor hindrances (Unless they are a Bodul which

Keep in mind: Lowering an Attribute may cause a

have no limit, or if they have a Doozy (see below)

Skill to cost more and require you to lower skills!

in which case they can’t have any more…. Unless
they are a Bodul)

Skills
Fifteen (15) points were spent on skills. Skills are prob-



major hindrances (Unless they are a Bodul which

the points required to step up a dice, change depend-

have no limit, or if they have a Doozy (see below)

ent upon whether the level is above the associated

in which case they can’t have any more…. Unless

attribute (each skill has an associated attribute) or

they are a Bodul)

not.
you get two (2) points back if you lower it a a dice
step.
 If the skill level is at or below the associated attribute level, you get one (1) point back.
Likewise
 To raise a skill that is above the associated attribute it costs two (2) points per dice step
 To raise a skill that is at or below the associated
attribute it costs one (1) points per dice step

Major Hindrances provide two (2) development
points. A character may start with only one (1)

ably the most complicated system to get through—

 If the skill level is above the associated stat level,

Minor Hindrances provide one (1) development



Doozy Hindrances provide four (4) development
points and you can only have one unless yada yada
Bodul yada yada…

Any hindrances selected for a core will list the type
and how many development points were garnered
from it. You may swap like level hindrances for others
or mix and match given the restrictions above.

Edges
Edges are the awesome sauce of Savage Worlds character creation—their selection is one of the things
that most impacts the type of character you have.

Keep in mind: Lowering an Attribute may cause a

Edges determine if you can use zazz (magic) or not

Skill to cost more and require you to lower skills!

and what kind. Edges can make you stronger, better,
faster and more pointy!

All edges are cost two points to buy. You can swap
them for any edge you meet the restrictions for.
Keep in mind if you get rid of your Arcane Background edge… you loose all the powers the character can cast!

Powers
Powers can be traded for any other power your
character meets the requirements for!

Gear
Sell it, get the clams back its worth (full refund) and
buy hookers for all I care!
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6 Gambling
6 Investigation
6 Notice
8 Perform
10 Persuasion
6 Streetwise

Word Wiggler

Novice

0

Code of Honor (Major)

Pacifist (Minor)

Loyal (Minor)
Word Wiggler
Alertness

6
8
10
4
4

Beast Master (Hair Bare)

0
4

6
3

364

20
14
-

Book x 2
Clamsack
Ink x 3
Lantern (3)
Oil x 3 (3)
Paper x 10
Quill
Blanket (4)
Decent Duds
Hair Bare

0
0
0
0
0

